NEW VS SERIES
H2O2 / UV RESISTANT

Specialised robot for Pharmaceutical
& Medical Industries

www.densorobotics-europe.com

NEW VS H2O2 /UV SERIES
PRECISE. FAST. COMPACT. RESISTANT.
As the established market leader in the small assembly industrial robots segment, DENSO Robotics continues to set the benchmark
in reliability, flexibility and functionality. With more than 60,000 DENSO robots installed across the globe- 16,000 of
which are employed in its own manufacturing facilities- no other company has more knowledge or expertise.
DENSO Robotics follows the needs of growing markets and presents functional, innovative and high-quality products.
The DENSO 6-axis New VS H2O2/UV Series offers a sleek and futuristic design that is suitable specifically for a cleanroom
environment. The New VS H2O2 /UV Series complies with sanitary standards such as IPA and UL. In addition, it is resistant to strong
sterilization chemicals such as H2O2 spray and Ultra Violet light, it has a sanitary design and it is easy to maintain. All while
preserving DENSO’s fast, precise, compact and now highly resistant image.

Features

Mounting Options

z Cleanroom ISO 5
z H1 Grease
z Certification: IPA & UL (in progress)
z Mounting options: floor, ceiling, wall

Industries
z Pharmaceutical
z Medical
z Medical devices
z Medicine
z Cell culture

Applications
The New VS H2O2 /UV robots are the ultimate solution for the following applications:
z Material handling
z Pick & place
z Packaging
z Customised projects

PAYLOAD: 4 kg | ARM REACH: 520 mm

Internal Wiring. When connecting
a flange or any other device, all wiring
is internal to prevent both tangling
and destroying the wires with strong
chemicals while cleaning.

Hygienic Design. Shiny and smooth
surface is easy to clean and to spot dirt.

Bottom Connector Cable. Seals all
cables in and keeps bacteria out.

Round Forms.
Hinders the
accumulation of
bacteria in hard
to reach places.

No Screws. Inhibits bacteria
from collecting under screw
heads.
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